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Axioma wins at the MYBA
Barcelona Show
>>> AXIOMA shines at the MYBA Charter Show in Barcelona!
CHARLOTTE BAILEY - MONACO

AXIOMA was the most successful
yacht at the MYBA Charter Show in
Barcelona! The yacht won 1st place in
the Stew Competition and 2nd place in
the Chefs Competition, making
AXIOMA the only yacht in the entire
show to be awarded in more than
one category.
For the Stew competition, AXIOMA’s
exceptional interior team created a
fantastic design to complement chef
Sascha Lenz’s vegetarian menu,
winning them the Service Experience
Award.
AXIOMA was the 2nd place runner-up
in the highly competitive Chefs Competition, with chef Sascha’s AXIOMA
PLANET menu wowing the judges.
The brief was for the chef to create a
three-course vegetarian lunch, with
the first course lacto-vegetarian, the
main course vegan, and the dessert

lacto-vegetarian. Each dish was judged
on strict criteria including originality
and creativity, taste and flavour, presentation, execution and craft or technique.
Sascha impressed the judges with his
specially prepared AXIOMA PLANET
menu, based around the earth’s
elements of Earth, Air, Fire and Water.
Our menu began with a Fresh Detox
Juice with apple, celery, spinach and
orange, served on the main deck, by
the pool to showcase water, air and
the ocean. Moving on to the salon,
the elements of Fire and the Sun
were introduced with a Gaspacho of
sun-ripened tomatoes. Then, in the
special Axioma secret garden, the
main course: FROM THE GARDEN
TO THE TABLE, with vegetables,
flowers, herb broth, wild green plants
and watercress, followed by AXIOMA
PLANET, with pea, oca de Peru, morel,
asparagus and chervil. Our dessert
was PINK CLOUDS, with rhubarb,
tamarillo, elderflower and yuzu.

Completing the show as the only
yacht in Barcelona to be awarded in
more than one category, AXIOMA
now begins a busy summer season
in the Mediterranean. Contact us to
book ahead for winter!
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